New! From Tomlinson Industries

The Removable Handle for S Series Faucets

This new, easily removable handle assembly prevents unintentional dispensing.

Simply remove the handle assembly when coffee urn or beverage container is not in use.

Ideal for schools, nursing homes, mental institutions, correctional facilities to prevent unintentional or unwarranted dispensing.

1023962 - S-RHP,13SLBE”TOMLINSON”
  as shown, upper left
1023981 - SC-RHP Tomlinson
  as shown, upper left, but with chrome bonnet
1023965 - A2-5SMB,13SLBE 3S10 4S-RHP
  as shown, mid left
1023982 - A2-5SCT,13SLBE 3S10 4S-RHP
  as shown, mid left, but with chrome bonnet
1023979 - Replacement Kit
  includes one handle/pin and stem
  as shown, lower left

For more information or to request a sample call Gary Strunak 216-587-3400 ext. 221 or e-mail gstrunak@tomlinsonind.com